In the context of Automatic Differentiation of functions represented by computer code via the vertex elimination approach first advocated by Griewank and Reese (Automatic Differentiation of Algorithms, SIAM, 1991, p126-135), we present two approximate algorithms based on the linearised computational graph of the input code. The first is a statement reordering algorithm aiming to tune the AD-generated code so as to maximise its performance for modern superscalar processors. The second aimed at detecting interface contractions introduced by Bischof and Haghighat (Computational Differentiation, Techniques, Applications and Tools, SIAM, 1996, p83-94) in order to enable exploitation of the structure of the input code in the differentiation process. Performance data is also presented.
INTRODUCTION
Many scientific applications require the first derivatives (at least) of a function f : x ∈ R n → y ∈ R m represented by computer code. Finite-differencing is a popular way of calculating derivatives. It is easy to implement but incurs truncation errors that may affect robustness of algorithms that use derivatives. An alternative is to use the algorithms and tools of Automatic Differentiation (AD) [1, 2] , by which derivatives of a function represented by a computer program are computed without the truncation errors associated with finite-differencing. This technology has been applied to many engineering applications, see for example [3, 4, 5] . AD can be viewed as a program transformation in which the original code's statements that calculate real valued variables are augmented with additional statements to calculate their derivatives. Typically, the original program is broken into a code list, a sequence of elementary operations that define variables v i of the program in terms of previously defined v j 's and elementary functions φ i of the programming language:
Following Griewank [2] , the n inputs x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are renamed as v 1−n , . . . , v 0 , while v p+1 , . . . , v p+m are renamed to be the output y = (y 1 , . . . , y m ). The 
where c ij = ∂φ i /∂v j , between differential (or gradient)
variables dv i = ∂vi ∂x1 , . . . , ∂vi ∂xn . Computing the derivative ∇f can be carried out using an elimination algorithm, which consists in eliminating the intermediate dv i (i = 1, . . . , p) from (2) to express the output differentials dy i = dv p+i in terms of the input ones dx j = dv j−n :
Then J = (J ij ) is the required m × n Jacobian matrix J = ∇f = ∂y ∂x . Moreover, Automatic Differentiation mainly provides two standard algorithms for calculating derivatives: the forward mode and the reverse mode. The forward mode propagates directional derivatives along the control flow of the program. The cost (in terms of floating point operations) of evaluating J is bounded from above by a small constant factor c as follows, see [2] for more details:
Cost(J) ≤ c · n · Cost(f )
The reverse mode first computes the function, then calculates the sensitivities of the output variables with respect to the intermediate and input variables in the reverse order to their calculation in the function. The sensitivities of the outputs to the input variables give the desired derivatives. Likewise, the cost of calculating J is bounded from above as follows:
There is a close relationship between the elimination algorithm and the two AD standard algorithms [6] . The forward mode AD corresponds to taking the pivots in forward order and solving the system of equations (2) by forward substitution. Similarly, the reverse mode AD corresponds to choosing the pivots in reverse order and solving the transposed linear system using backward substitution. The main advantage of the elimination approach is that it permits us to exploit the sparsity of the computation. Denoting byn < n [m < m] the maximum number of nonzeros in any row [column] of J, the cost of calculating J is bounded above c ·n · Cost(f ) [c ·m · Cost(f )] by using a forward [reverse] pivot ordering [7] . One can mix the forward and reverse mode by looking for narrow interfaces and then partitioning the computational graph into subgraphs with a number of inputs [outputs] smaller than that of the overall code's. This is called interface contraction [8] .
The contributions of this paper are the followings: i) The paper discusses the opportunities for integrating the statement reordering algorithm outlined in [9] into finding elimination sequences that reduce floating point operations (FLOPs) and memory traffic in order to compute the Jacobian of the function. ii) It presents a novel algorithm to find a minimum interface contraction enabling us to mix forward and reverse AD elimination. iii) Runtime results showed Jacobian codes obtained by interface contraction and statement reordering are up to 11% faster compared to that of the nearest rival using the vertex elimination approach and up to 39 times faster compared to that produced by the conventional AD forward mode as implemented, for example in Tapenade [10] .
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the elimination approach in calculating Jacobians. Section 3 presents a heuristic to reorder statements of the AD-generated code so as to improve its performance and discuss its implication to producing cache sensitive elimination orderings. Section 4 presents a scheme enabling the exploitation of the code's structure to be differentiated by a 'divide and conquer' strategy called interface contraction. Section 5 discusses runtime results from three test cases. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
AUTOMATIC COMPUTATION OF JA-COBIANS
Equations (2) form a sparse linear system of p + m equations in N = n+p+m unknowns with a N ×N lower triangular matrix C = (c i,j ) 1≤i,j≤N , wherein entries c ij are defined as
Writing dx i = ∂xi ∂x1 , . . . , ∂xi ∂xn , the linear system (2) can be rewritten in matrix form as,
where I k denotes the k × k identity matrix. The lower triangular matrix C−I N is called the extended Jacobian.
Adopting the standard notation [2, p. 161], the strictly lower triangular N ×N matrix C can be written in block form, (with L strictly lower triangular),
The Jacobian J of the function f is then the Schur complement of R in C−I N and can be calculated using some form of Gaussian elimination [2] in which the intermediate variables dv 1 , . . . , dv p are eliminated oneby-one in some arbitrary order, the pivot sequence. An alternative view of the Jacobian accumulation process is in terms of the computational graph G=(V, E) of the program, where V , the set of vertices, is the integers {1−n, . . . , p + m} and E, the set of edges, consists of those (j, i) for which j ≺ i. G is a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) whose edges correspond to the nonzero positions (i, j) of the matrix C. Labelling each edge (j, i) with its c ij gives the linearised computational graph, which is an alternative representation of the matrix C.
Gaussian elimination is then equivalent to vertex elimination on the linearised computational graph, as follows. For each intermediate vertex k, following a chosen pivot sequence, for each predecessor j ≺ k and each successor i ≻ k, one either adds the value of c ik c kj to the label c ij of edge (j, i) if this edge exists already, or (the fill-in case) creates a new edge (j, i) labelled with this value. Vertex k and all its incident edges are then deleted. At the end, the graph has become bipartiteits only edges join an input vertex to an output one, and the labels on them are the nonzeros of the Jacobian J. The matrix viewpoint can be found in [2, 6] , the graph viewpoint in [2, 11] , and the generalisation of vertex elimination into edge or face eliminations in [11, 12] .
Assume the DAG of Figure 1a ) represents the linearised computational graph of a function f such that y = f (x), x ∈ R 3 and y ∈ R 2 . We wish to calculate the Jacobian ∇f using the DAG of Figure 1a) .
d) After elimination of 6
Jacobian accumulation
The Jacobian ∇f = ∂(y1,y2) ∂(x1,x2,x3) can be calculated by eliminating intermediate vertices from the graph until it becomes bipartite, see [2, 7, 11] . The overall elimination takes 3+3+6=12 multiplications. However, if we choose to eliminate 5, 6, 4 in that order, the Jacobian accumulation will take 1+2+6=9. Another elimination sequence may give a different multiplications count. In fact, the elimination sequence determines the number of multiplications required by the Jacobian accumulation.
Elimination sequences
There are as many vertex elimination sequences as there are permutations of the intermediate vertices. We choose a sequence using heuristics from sparse matrix technology aimed at reducing fill-in since minimising fill-in is NP complete [13] . Over the past four decades several heuristics aimed at producing low-fill orderings have been investigated. These algorithms have the desired effects of reducing the FLOPs count as well. The most widely used are nested dissection [14, 15] and minimum degree: the latter, originating with the Markowitz method [16] , is for example studied in [17] . Nested dissection, first proposed in [15] , is a recursive algorithm which starts by finding a separator. A separator is a set of vertices that when removed partition the graph into two or more components, each composed of vertices that represent almost a constant factor of the total number of vertices and whose elimination does not create fill-in in any of the other components. Then the vertices of each component are ordered, followed by the vertices in the separator. Unlike nested dissection that examines the entire graph before reordering it, the minimum degree or Markowitzlike algorithms tend to perform local optimisations. At each elimination step, such a method selects a vertex with minimum cost or degree, eliminates it and looks for the next vertex with the smallest cost in the new graph. The Markowitz cost for a vertex v is defined as the product of the number of its predecessors (pred) and the number of its successors (succ). This cost
represents the number of symbolic multiplications required to eliminate the intermediate vertex v. The number of symbolic multiplications N × required by the Jacobian accumulation is then
To efficiently accumulate the Jacobian, we can decide to minimise the quantity N × even though this is not sufficient to guarantee runtime performance of the Jacobian code on modern superscalar machines. In [9] , it is shown that memory accesses need be taken into account to optimise runtime performance. This can be carried out using statement reordering techniques from software pipelining [18] so as to keep the processor's pipelines busy, see Section 3 and the reference [9] for detailed analysis.
Note that although the optimal Jacobian accumulation problem is closely related to the optimal fill-in problem, we have observed that the two are different problems. To illustrate this observation, consider the graph of Figure 1a) ; if we add the transitive edges (1, 5) , (2, 5) , (3, 5) , (1, 6) , (2, 6) , (3, 6) , (1, 7) , (1, 8) , (2, 7) , (2, 8) , ( 3, 7) , (3, 8) (4, 7) , and (4, 8) into it, a forward elimination will give 18 multiplications and 18 additions (a total of 36 FLOPs) with a zero fill-in whereas the elimination sequence 5, 6, 4 will give 18 multiplications and 17 additions (a total of 35 FLOPs) while creating the fill-in c 64 . This means a minimum fill-in does not necessarily imply minimum FLOPs.
Moreover, the complex interdependence of the set of variables within, for instance, the nonlinear core of Partial Differential Equations (PDE) solvers (e.g., finite volume flux calculations) combined with the speed of modern floating-point processors indicates that throughput is governed more by data movement than the number of FLOPs, see [6, 19] . Current heuristics [15, 16, 17, 20] aimed at reducing fill-in have the desired effects of reducing the number of FLOPs as well. To increase the efficiency of AD by the elimination approach, we need to reduce the memory traffic by making efficient use of the processor's registers and cache.
CACHE SENSITIVE ELIMINATION OR-DERINGS
Cache sensitive elimination orderings are here viewed as orderings that reduce not only the number of FLOPs but the amount of memory accesses as well. The idea is to devise a Markowitz-like algorithm by adding to the Markowitz cost of equation (8), a quantity that will account for the memory traffic. In this section, we propose to choose that quantity to be a ranking function based on the assumption that operations with more successors and which are located in a longer path should be eliminated first. The reason is that such operations are likely to execute with a minimum delay and they affect more future operations in the evaluation process. A detailed study of this code reordering scheme presented in this section can be found in [9] . In previous studies [9, 19] , we have basically used fillreducing elimination heuristics followed by statement reordering schemes. A closer look at the assembler from the AD generated codes showed that codes with the lowest FLOPs count were not necessarily the fastest. Moreover, reordering statements sometimes yielded improved runtime. A Statement Reordering Algorithm (SRA) based on depth first traversal of the Data Dependence Graph (DDG) [21] of the computer code has been studied in [6, 19] . The idea was that, for each statement s, the SRA tries to place the statements on which s depends, close to s. It was hoped this would speed up the code by letting the compiler use the registers better since, in our test cases, cache misses were shown not to be a problem [19] . The benefits were inconsistent, probably because this does not account for the instruction level parallelism of modern cache-based machines and the latencies of certain instructions.
We are looking for statement orderings that encourage the compiler to exploit instruction level parallelism and use registers better, by a SRA that gives priority to certain statements via a ranking function. The compiler's instruction scheduling and register allocation work on a dependency graph G ′′ whose vertices are machine code instructions. We have no knowledge of the graph G ′′ , so we work on the derivative code's DDG G ′ . This relies on the premiss that our 'preliminary' optimisation will help the compiler generate optimised machine code. In the next sections, we shall make use of the instruction scheduling approach used in for instance [22] , and the ranking function ideas of [23, 24, 25, 26] to reorder the statements of the AD-generated code.
The derivative code and its evaluation
The derivative code includes original statements v i of f 's code as well as statements to compute the local derivatives c ij that are the nonzeros of the extended Jacobian C before elimination. But the bulk of it is elimination statements. As originally defined in [7] , these take the basic forms c ij :=c ik c kj or c ij :=c ij +c ik c kj , and typically a c ij position is 'hit' (updated) more than once, needing non-trivial renaming of variables to put it into the needed singleassignment form. This means every variable is assigned exactly once.
Furthermore, the resulting code is unnecessarily long and can be rewritten in a compact way.
Though not strictly necessary, we assume the vertex elimination process has been rewritten in a singleassignment form, e.g. by the LU-based approach of [27] . That is, that each c ij occurring in it is given its final value in a single statement, of the form either c ij :=c 0 ij + k∈K c ik c kj if updating an original elementary derivative, or c ij := k∈K c ik c kj if creating fill-in. Here K is a set of indices related to i, j and to the elimination order used, and c 0 ij stands for an expression that computes the elementary derivative, ∂φ i /∂v j . The result is that the derivative code is automatically in single-assignment form.
Its graph G ′ =(V ′ , ≺ ′ ) -where V ′ is the set of statements and ≺ ′ the data dependence relationshipis a DAG. A schedule π for G ′ assigns to each statement (denoted s in this section) a start-time in clock-cycle units, respecting data dependencies. It is viewed as a one-to-one mapping of V ′ to the integers {0, 1, 2, · · · }. Write t(s) for the execution time of s. Then to respect dependencies it is necessary and sufficient that:
for s 1 and s 2 in V ′ . The completion time of π is
Our aim is to find π to minimise the quantity T (π) subject to (10) . This optimisation problem is NP-hard [22, 28] .
The DDG of the derivative code
The classical way of constructing the derivative code's DDG would be to parse the code, build up an abstract representation and deduce the dependencies between all statements, see for instance [21, 28] . Since derivative code is generated from function-code, its DDG can be constructed more easily by using data that is available during code generation. We omit details here. Consider
The the code fragment and its computational graph of Figure 2 . Its computational graph can be augmented as represented in Figure 3 with the extra edges produced by eliminating the intermediates v 1 and v 2 in that order. Denoting by F the set of newly created edges (fill-in) from the DAG G = (V, E) and P the set of paths joining i and j, an edge (j, i) of the above augmented graph is labelled with a partial derivative using the chain rule as follows: Figure 4 shows derivative code from the input code shown on the left of Figure 2 , with a somewhat arbitrary order of the statements respecting dependencies. Note one statement, the computation of c 3,−1 , that combines computation of an elementary derivative with elimination.
There are different ways of ordering the statements of the derivative code of Figure 4 including depth-first or breadth-first traversals. In Section 3.3, we propose a statement ordering that combines the depth-first traversal property and the instruction level parallelism of pipelined processors via a ranking function. 
A statement reordering algorithm
Our statement reordering is adapted from greedy list scheduling algorithms as investigated in [25, 29] . We first preprocess the DDG G ′ to compute a ranking function that defines the relative priority of each vertex. Then, a modification of the labelling algorithm of [29, 30] is used to iteratively schedule the vertices of the graph G ′ . Our ranking function uses the assumption that operations with more successors and which are located in a longer path should be given priority. Such operations are likely to execute with a minimum delay and to affect more operations in the rest of the schedule. We use the functions level(v), depth(v) defined to be the length of the longest path from v to an input (minimal) vertex and to an output (maximal) vertex respectively. The procedure level(v) is defined by 
where succ(v) is the number of successors of v and a, b weights chosen on the basis of experiment. For b = 0, we recover the SRA using depth-first traversal as in [6, 19] . By combining the values depth(v) and succ(v), we aim to trade off between exploiting instruction level parallelism of modern processors and minimising register pressure. The preprocessing phase of our algorithm is as follows.
1. Compute the levels and depths of the vertices of G ′ .
Compute the ranks of the vertices as in equation (13).
The iterative phase of the algorithm schedules the vertices of G ′ in decreasing order of rank. It constructs the mapping π defined in Section 3.1 by combining the rank of a vertex and its readiness using the following rule:
Ties between vertices are broken using the following rule:
• Among vertices of the same rank choose those with the minimum level.
• Among those of the same level, pick the first.
The core of the scheduling procedure is as follows:
1. Schedule first an input vertex v with the highest rank (break ties using Rule 2). That is, set time τ := 0 and π(v) := τ . 2. For τ > 0, let v be the last vertex that was scheduled at times < τ .
(a) Extract from the set of so far unscheduled vertices, the set A as follows: 3. Repeat step 2 until all vertices are scheduled.
We can easily check that this algorithm determines a statement ordering π that satisfies (10), thus preserving the data dependencies between vertices of the graph. In [9] , we gave a small example wherein this greedy list scheduling algorithm takes the optimal number of cycles to complete whereas the depth-first traversal algorithm takes two extra cycles to complete on an idealised processor. The complexity of this labelling algorithm, which is similar to that of [29, 30] for a DAG with k vertices and e edges, was initially proved to be O(k 2 ) [29, 30] and can be implemented in O(k + e) as shown in [31] .
Note that this reordering scheme can be used for any numerical code for which we can build its data dependency graph. In the specific case of AD vertex elimination algorithms, we argue that we can find elimination sequences based on a Markowitz-style algorithm that attempts to minimise the Markowitz cost of equation (8) and to maximise the ranking function of equation (13) in an incomplete data dependence graph. The incomplete DDG is set to the input code's computational graph G at the beginning and it is augmented at each elimination step. The cost of eliminating a vertex v can be formulated as follows wherein α, β, γ are nonnegative weights chosen by experiments:
Note this is an alternative to finding an elimination sequence based solely on minimising the FLOPs count followed by a statement reordering algorithm. The idea is to produce elimination sequences that trade-off between minimising the FLOPs count and the number of memory accesses in a single objective.
To further improve the AD-generated code, we can use insights of the input code in the differentiation process. Insights may be known a priori or for some cases they may be detected using some analysis of the input code. An example is interface contraction [8] , which illustrates a divide and conquer strategy resulting in improved performance of the generated code.
INTERFACE CONTRACTION
Interface contraction also termed as vertex cut [32] was introduced in [8] and consists in looking for narrow interfaces and then partitioning the computational graph into subgraphs with a number of inputs [outputs] smaller than that of the overall code's. It is seen as a way of exploiting the program structure in order to generate efficient derivative code. Equations (4) and (5) show that generally, it is better to use the forward mode AD when the number of inputs n is smaller than the number of outputs m and the reverse mode otherwise. In other words, a forward elimination is better for a computational graph or subgraphs of the computational graph with a number of input vertices smaller than that of output vertices. Exploiting interface contraction provides a hierarchical differentiation process and can lead to a substantial runtime reduction of the derivative code [8] . To date, AD tools do not provide an automated way of finding an interface contraction. In [33] , a graph drawing system is used to recognise an interface contraction of a computational graph whilst stressing the benefits of identifying and exploiting such bottlenecks in the derivative calculation. The results of [8] the computational graph so as to hierarchically preaccumulate local Jacobians and combine them for the overall Jacobian evaluation, see for example [34] .
A motivating example
To motivate the benefits of exploiting interface contraction, consider the graph example given in [8] and shown in Figure 5 . Eliminating the five intermediate vertices of the graph G of Figure 5 in forward or reverse order gives 2+2+6+6+6 = 22 multiplications for the Jacobian accumulation. If we use the elimination sequence 6, 4, 5, 7, 8, then the Jacobian accumulation takes 24 multiplications. However, if we can identify the separator S = {6}, we can then partition G into two subgraphs G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ), G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ) with V 1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and V 2 = {7, 8, 9, 10, 11}. This partition allows us to eliminate the intermediates 4, 5 in G 1 , the intermediates 7, 8 in G 2 and eventually the vertex 6 in the separator. This elimination process computes the Jacobian in 17 multiplications. 
This partition has worked just as the nested dissection algorithm [15] . However, interface contraction is not constrained by the need of a balanced separator as required by graph partitioning algorithms for parallel computations. The good news is that such partitioning algorithms for sparse linear algebra or parallel computations can be adapted to find out near-optimal partitions for the interface contraction problem in order to efficiently accumulate Jacobians in the AD context.
Finding vertex separators
In graph terms, interface contraction seeks to partition the computational graph into subgraphs using separators. Some graphs have small vertex separators e.g., n-vertex trees have an optimal separator composed of the root of the tree. Others have larger vertex separators e.g., an n-vertex complete graph K n has a minimal separator of size Ω(n). Minimal separators are important in parallel computations [35] , sparse LU factorisation and many graph algorithms based on the divide and conquer paradigm [20, 36] .
Generally, finding minimal separators is NP-hard [35, 20] . However, there are approximation algorithms that find vertex separators whose sizes are closer to those of the optimal separators of the input graph [37] . Such approximation algorithms can be modified so as to produce imbalanced separators by specifying a percentage of imbalance between the partitions to be produced, see for example [38] . We devise an approximate algorithm to produce a 'best' separator enabling the interface contraction strategy. We define a best separator to be a separator composed of vertices that are mutually independent and therefore its size cannot be reduced any further. Two vertices v 1 and v 2 are mutually independent if there is no path connecting v 1 and v 2 .
In the literature, there are at least two types of algorithms that can find vertex separators:
• find a small edge-separator and then refine it to vertex separator using a vertex cover scheme [37, 38, 36] .
• directly build a vertex separator in the partitioning process [20] Vertex separators are more useful for fill-reducing heuristics [39] which the interface contraction is related to. Our approach is to directly compute an initial separator of the computational graph and then refine it using an iterative scheme. The initial separator is similar to that of [39] but uses a kind of breadth-first search algorithm [40] in a levelised directed graph G=(V, E) instead of the minimum degree algorithm used in [39] . It also uses the notion of neighbouring vertices N (v) for a given vertex v. A neighbouring vertex of a vertex v is a direct successor or predecessor of v. Our algorithm is flexible allowing us to produce unbalanced separators for a given fraction ǫ. Denoting by C = V −C and A the set of visited but untagged vertices, our procedure for the initial separator can be described as follows:
1. Compute the levels of the directed graph using the procedure outlined in Section 3.3, choose an input vertex x i and Set A := ∅; C := ∅.
Update
among the vertices of the lowest level and tag it. Repeat this process with the new vertex v so as to form a subgraph C of size max{|C| : |C| < ǫ|V |}. 3. Set the initial separator S := {u ∈ C : ∃v ∈ C with (u, v) ∈ E} 4. Set the initial partition P := C ∪ C Applied to the graph of Figure 5 , with ǫ = 2/3, we start with empty sets C and A and a vertex at the lowest level, say 1. We tag and add it to C. We compute A = ∅ ∪ N (1) = {4}. We choose 4, tag and add it to C. Again, we compute A = ∅ ∪ N (4) = {2, 6}. We choose the vertex of lowest level 2, tag and add it to C. We update A = {6} ∪ N (2) = {5, 6}. We then choose 5 since it has the lowest level and we continue the process. We stop when C = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} since |C| < 2/3|V | = 22/3. At the end, we have the initial partition C = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and C = {8, 9, 10, 11} and the initial separator is S = {6, 7}.
The initial separator is then iteratively refined to produce a best separator as well as a best partition by using the following procedure: 
Repeat step 3 until BestSeparator is minimal
Applied to the initial separator S = {6, 7} obtained previously, we choose 7 as it is adjacent to 6 and has the highest level. We remove it from the set C and the separator S, which becomes {6} and therefore minimal. At the end we obtain the best partition P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} ∪ {7, 8, 9, 10, 11} and the best separator is therefore S = {6}.
Our algorithm for computing a best separator allows us to partition medium sized computational graphs composed of some hundreds of vertices. However, the computational graph can be larger and even sparser for real-life applications. Such graphs can be partitioned using multilevel partitioning schemes [20, 35, 41] or recursive bisection [42] . For the interface contraction problem, we propose a simple recursive bisection type algorithm.
Recursive bisection scheme
A bisection of a graph G = (V, E) divides its vertices V into two disjoint subsets V u , V d of equal size. An approximate bisection relaxes the constraint of producing subsets of the same size. Our initial separator procedure is an approximate bisection. For a given percentage ǫ, our recursive bisection scheme can be described as follows: 
In this scheme, the partitioning is carried out using the approximate procedure outlined in Section 4.2. As shown in [42] this approximate recursive bisection algorithm can produce a p-partition of the input graph for a cost that is within a factor O(log p) of the cost of the optimal p-partition.
EXPERIMENTS
We would like to compare the performance of Jacobian code produced by the interface contraction approach with that produced by other vertex elimination techniques, conventional AD tools such as Tapenade [10] , and finite-differencing (FD). This is carried out for three test problems on two different platforms (processor + compiler) described in Table 1 . The processors we used have a memory hierarchy with the time required for loading data into the limited arithmetic registers increasing from the level-1 cache to the main memory. Optimising compilers usually seek to maximise performance by minimising redundant calculations as well as the memory traffic between registers and cache. Memory traffic may be increased by stalls arising when an instruction calls for a value not yet loaded into registers and causing the processor to wait. The AMD and Intel processors in our study feature out-of-order execution, in which the processor maintains a queue of arithmetic operations so that if the one at the head of the queue stalls, it can switch to an operation in the queue that is able to execute. More details on such issues may be found in [18] .
Implementation outline
A Jacobian code generation tool using the LU-based vertex elimination approach of [27] was written in Matlab. The tool takes as input the computational graph of the function f and a specified pivot ordering to produce the derivative code, see [27] for more details. The pivot ordering is obtained by finding a feasible vertex separator as described in Section 4, which is smaller in size than the number of input and output vertices, then ordering intermediate vertices of the subgraph with the inputs [outputs] in reverse [forward] order respectively and finally adding the vertices in the separator.
Other pivot orderings are: forward order, reverse order, the order given by the Markowitz algorithm, and Naumann's [11] VLR variant on Markowitz. Moreover, the tool performs certain optimisations, e.g., constant value propagation, simplifications avoiding expressions of the form c ij − c ij , c ij /c ij , and c ij * 0, and elimination of copies of the form c ij = c kl or c ij = −c kl using an alias table. This implementation has benefited from the support for sparse matrices within Matlab. It was intended for modest sized functions with computational graphs containing hundreds of vertices.
To enable rapid and extensive testing, we wrote another Matlab tool that allows us to generate a "random function" f by selecting its numbers n, m and p of inputs, outputs and intermediate variables respectively, plus a random number seed for reproducibility purposes. Each code list statement does one arithmetic operation +, −, * , or /, selected using the Matlab random number generator with probabilities reflecting typical numerical code. The tool outputs (i) the computational graph for use by the other tool that generates Jacobian accumulation code, (ii) a Fortran file that computes just f , and (iii) a Fortran file that computes the local derivatives, into which Jacobian accumulation code is inserted to make a complete subroutine.
Tests
Using our Matlab tool, we generated three random codes which we used as our examples to compare the interface contraction scheme with other vertex elimination methods, the forward vector mode AD [10] as implemented in Tapenade as well as the one-sided finite-differencing.
RC1. The 50 × 50 Jacobian of a function randomly generated by our Matlab tool by setting n=50, m=50 and p=150. This has 394 nonzero entries out of a possible 2500. The corresponding linearised computational graph of the input is composed of 250 vertices and 399 edges. The calculated size of vertex separator is 34.
RC2. The 150 × 85 Jacobian of a function randomly generated by our Matlab tool by setting n=85, m=150 and p=800. This has 3275 nonzero entries out of a possible 12, 750. The corresponding linearised computational graph of the input function is composed of 1035 vertices and 1898 edges. The size of the vertex separator is 14.
RC3. The 50 × 85 Jacobian of a function randomly generated by our Matlab tool by setting n=85, m=50 and p=1500. This has 2560 nonzero entries out of a possible 4250. The corresponding linearised computational graph of the input function is composed of 1635 vertices and 3098 edges. The size of the vertex separator is 27.
All these Jacobians are not particularly sparse but their calculations involve sparse computations since their linearised computational graphs are very sparse.
For each technique, we give (i) W (∇f )/W (f ), the ratio of the nominal number of floating-point operations within the generated Jacobian code to those in the function code, (ii) the corresponding ratios of CPU times for each platform. The nominal works in floatingpoint operations W (f ) and W (∇f ) were obtained using a PERL script to count the number of times that *, + , -and / operations appear in the source code. Consequently, the operations counts W (∇(f )) and W (f ) are over-estimates of the number of floating-point operations performed since they do not take account of optimizations performed by the compiler. We assume the compiler performs constant value propagation and evaluation [18, p. 32 ] to avoid unnecessary arithmetic operations.
For each test problem, a driver program was written to execute and time different Jacobian evaluation techniques. To check that the Jacobians were calculated correctly, we compared each to one produced by Tapenade's forward vector mode. Each set of values for the input variables was generated by using the Fortran intrinsic routine random number. To improve consistency of timings, a number N d of sets of random input data was generated for a given problem. The code for each technique was run N d times and the total time was divided by N d to give the CPU time estimate for that code. The whole process was repeated ten times to get runtime averages.
For each table, the first two rows are for Tapenade's forward vector mode and one-sided finite differencing. The remaining rows are for various versions of VE (Vertex Elimination) methods. For VE, the mnemonics F, R, Mark, VLR denote ways of choosing the pivot order: forward order, reverse order, the order given by the Markowitz algorithm, and Naumann's [11] VLR variant on Markowitz. IC stands for interface contraction.
To give an idea of the effect of a statement reordering (SR), we have reordered the Jacobian code obtained by interface contraction as follows. The linearised computational graph of the original code is split into three components C 1 ; S; C 2 related respectively to the subgraph containing the inputs, the separator, and the subgraph with the outputs. It is then eliminated so as to produce the derivative code in the order C 1 ; dC 1 ; S; C 2 ; dC 2 ; dS instead of C 1 ; S; C 2 ; dC 1 ; dC 2 ; dS used in the VE-IC method. In here, the notation d means 'derivative of'. The Tapenade forward vector mode differentiates each line of the input code by propagating directional derivatives. It treats the jth column of the Jacobian J as the directional derivative (e j · ∇) f where e j is the jth unit vector, and computes these in a loop one column at a time. The unit vectors are the columns of the n × n identity matrix I n , which is input to the process as a "seed matrix" (for a general n × q seed matrix S, the output is J * S: this can be exploited, e.g., by Jacobian compression methods). The forward vector mode also uses optimization techniques such as common subexpression elimination. However, it may perform useless calculations such as multiplying by or adding to zero. Consequently, it does not account for the sparsity of the calculation. Results on FLOP and runtime ratios are shown on Table 2, Table 3,  and Table 4 . For completeness, Table 5 exhibits the statistics for the original codes considered so far. Our first observation is that runtime performance depends on the platform. We also observe that the VEbased techniques performed dramatically less flops than Tapenade. They are consistently faster than finitedifferencing which, it is well known, does not provide accurate results. The runtime ratios for Tapenade's forward vector mode are higher than may be expected. We think this is due to the fact that Tapenade's vector mode is applied to an input code, which is essentially a code list. Consequently, a lot of intermediate array variables representing derivative objects are created and each line of the input code is differentiated without accounting for sparsity that may arise. This can increase the memory requirement and affect the cache usage by the derivative code and in some cases such as in the RC3 test wherein there are 1500 intermediate variables in the input code, the memory traffic can dominate the Jacobian computation. To back up this argument with some evidence, we rewrote the RC1 code so that each line of code contains at least two FLOPs hence reducing the number of its intermediate variables from 150 to 80; then we differentiated it using Tapenade's forward vector mode. The size of the object file (as obtained by the Unix command size) was reduced from 28.32KB to 14.65KB. More importantly, the runtime ratio passed from 95.33 in Table 2 to 60.12; this represents an improvement of about 37%. An even deeper investigation on the performance of Tapenade's forward vector mode by using a performance monitor or inspecting the generated assembler code, is beyond the scope of this paper. Note that in general, assignments of a computer code contain on average three or four FLOPs and Tapenade's vector mode should show a better performance in comparison to that shown by the code-list programs in this work, see for example [43] wherein Tapenade is used to compute the gradient of an objective function in an optimisation problem.
Furthermore, VE methods in contrast to Tapenade's vector mode, are able to exploit the sparsity of the computation at compilation time. For the test cases we have considered, the best VE method produced a Jacobian code that is up to 39 times faster than that produced by Tapenade's vector mode. Also, the Jacobian codes obtained by interface contraction outperformed those produced by other VE methods. The method VE-IC-SR consistently improved the performance of the VE-IC method. This is probably caused by an improved cache utilisation that reduces the memory traffic since the two methods produce codes with the same FLOPs count. The VE-IC-SR method produced codes that run up to 11% faster compared to those obtained by the nearest rival using the VE approach. This improvement can be explained by the fact that interface contraction exploits the graph structure in addition to exploiting the sparsity of the computation as the other VE methods.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have reviewed current graph techniques used for Automatic Differentiation of functions represented as computer programs with a focus on the application of vertex ordering algorithms. We have outlined two approximate algorithms designed to enhance the performance of the AD-generated code by vertex elimination: i) A reordering scheme to help compilers achieve a fair trade-off between instruction level parallelism and register usage. ii) An interface contraction algorithm that partitions the computational graph into components suitable for the forward or reverse AD algorithms, hence exploiting the structure of the input code to be differentiated. Runtime results showed Jacobian codes obtained by interface contraction and statement reordering are up to 11% faster compared to that of the nearest rival using the vertex elimination approach and up to 39 times faster compared to that produced by the conventional AD forward vector mode.
We have also discussed the idea of finding elimination sequences that minimise the FLOPs count and the number of memory accesses in a single objective function in lieu of using fill-reducing heuristics and then reordering the AD-generated code's statements. Future work includes formalising this approach for a generic processor and evaluating it for different platforms. An interesting question is to empirically find out the parameters involved in setting the objective function so as to generate 'near-optimal' elimination sequences in order to produce even faster derivative codes.
